
Name (usually your name) and account 
number (REQUIRED) for the account at 

the sending financial institution.  
CamaPlan REQUIRES a recent statement 
from the sending financial institution for 

the account you are rolling over.

Transfer Details Option A:  Select this 
option if you are closing your other 

account and bringing all proceeds to 
CamaPlan.

Selecting Liquidate all assets and transfer 
proceeds to CamaPlan instructs the 

sending institution to convert all assets to 
cash and transfer to CamaPlan. Not all 
institutions will accept these written 

instructions. You may need to convert 
assets to cash before initiating your 

transfer.

Selecting Transfer all assets “in-kind” 
along with cash instructs the sending  

institution to transfer the assets and cash 
in your account holdings ‘as is’. 

NOTE:  In-kind transfers require retitling.  
Contact the sending institution or your 
financial advisor to initiate this process. 

Transfer Details Option B:  Select this 
option if you are transferring a portion of 

the cash and/or assets in the sending 
institution’s account to CamaPlan. Be sure 
to put down the exact amount of cash you 

wish to bring to CamaPlan.

Selecting Sent these assets “in-kind” to 
CamaPlan instructs the sending  institution 

to transfer the named assets ‘as is’. 
NOTE:  In-kind transfers require retitling.  
Contact the sending institution or your 
financial advisor to initiate this process

Fund Transfer:  Select how you want your 
cash sent to CamaPlan.  Wire transfers 

typically clear in 24 hours.  Checks can take 
3-5 days to clear after CamaPlan receives 
them by mail.  NOTE: CamaPlan charges 

$10 for incoming wire transfers.

CamaPlan Account Holder's Name.  MUST
match name on file at CamaPlan and the 

sending financial institution.

Your personal information.  MUST match 
address of record at CamaPlan.

Name and address of sending financial 
institution for account you will roll over 

(e.g. Fidelity, Vanguard, Schwab). Provide 
contact name and phone at sending 
financial institution for assistance.



Medallion Signature Guarantee: Some 
sending financial institutions require 

Mediallion Signature Guarantees,  a special 
certification stamp that guarantees the 
authenticity of signatures for financial 

transactions. Information on Medallion 
Signature Guarantees may be found at: 

https://www.camaplan.com/resource-center/transfer-
rollover-rules/

NOTE:  Some financial institutions have special 
requirements for transfers. These can include 
original documents and medallion signature 
guarantees. If you are unsure, contact your 

sending institution’s and ask about NON - ACAT 
TRANSFER.  If CamaPlan does not meet your 

sending institution’s requirements, transfer of 
your funds to CamaPlan may be delayed.

Select type of account you have at CamaPlan.
See rollover chart for what types of accounts 
can be rolled over to your CamaPlan account

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/rollover_chart.pdf

CamaPlan REQUIRES a recent statement from 
the sending financial institution for the 

account you are rolling over.

https://www.camaplan.com/resource-center/transfer-rollover-rules/
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/rollover_chart.pdf

